“ONLY A RECOMMENDATION”: HOW DELAWARE CAPITAL SENTENCING LAW SUBVERTS MEANINGFUL DELIBERATIONS AND JURORS’ FEELINGS OF RESPONSIBILITY

ROSS KLEINSTEUBER

“A defendant might thus be executed, although no sentencer had ever made a determination that death was the appropriate sentence.”

INTRODUCTION

In Caldwell v. Mississippi, the United States Supreme Court ruled “it is constitutionally impermissible to rest a death sentence on a determination made by a sentencer who has been led to believe that the responsibility for determining the appropriateness of the defendant’s death rests elsewhere.” Numerous studies, however, have found that capital jurors do not feel responsible for the decisions they make. This phenomenon is even more pronounced in states that use hybrid sentencing schemes, whereby the jury makes a recommendation, but final sentencing authority is left to the judge. Nonetheless, the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of these hybrid statutes despite claims that they may allow both the judge and jury to
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point to the other party as responsible, thus leaving neither judge nor jury to assume the burden of sentencing responsibility. Jeffrey Abramson, University of Texas Professor of Law and Government, has argued that deliberative juries are a hallmark of a vibrant democracy because they foster consensus-building and help to protect the populace from the awesome and potentially arbitrary power of the state. Hybrid capital sentencing statutes seem to subvert this function of juries. At the same time, by making it easier for jurors to avoid confronting feelings of responsibility, such statutes appear to strike at the cornerstone of the death penalty’s constitutionality: guided discretion. At the heart of post-Furman capital jurisprudence is the requirement that sentencers give full consideration to aggravating and mitigating factors, and the Supreme Court’s ruling in Ring v. Arizona has determined that juries are essential fact-finders in this process. However, if capital jurors do not believe that the decisions they are making have any real bearing on the outcome of the case, there is a substantial risk that they are not fulfilling these functions. After all, if they do not think their decisions matter, can they be expected to engage in a truly deliberative fact-finding process that considers all relevant penalty-phase evidence? In this paper, we go beyond the prior examinations of how hybrid statutes affect jurors’ perceptions of responsibility. In addition to interviewing former capital jurors in Delaware, we utilize actual penalty trial transcripts to show that not only are capital jurors in one hybrid sentencing state failing to take their sentencing responsibility seriously, but that they are actually engaged in a non-deliberative process. Such an atypical procedure hampers the role of the citizenry in the democratic process, violates the spirit of the Ring decision that requires a jury to determine when a defendant is death-eligible, and sacrifices considerations of mitigating evidence that are required by the Supreme Court.
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THE SUPREME COURT AND SENTENCING RESPONSIBILITY

In Caldwell, the Court reasoned that to allow jurors to believe they were not the ones ultimately responsible for the defendant’s fate would bias the jurors in favor of a death sentence, and lead to situations where defendants are getting executed even though no one actually determined that they deserved a death sentence. However, the Court has issued conflicting opinions regarding the appropriate role of the jury in capital sentencing trials by upholding the constitutionality of hybrid capital sentencing statutes that divide the sentencing responsibility between the judge and the jury, but without going so far as to dismiss the relevance of juries in capital penalty trials. The Court has ruled that when the prosecution alleges the existence of any fact that increases the possible sentence, the fact amounts to “the functional equivalent of an element of a greater offense” and therefore, must be proven to a jury beyond a reasonable doubt in order to comport with the Sixth Amendment’s guarantee of a jury trial. This seems to contradict the Court’s acceptance of a scheme that allows a judge to override the jury’s sentencing decision in death penalty cases. To address this concern, the Court held in Ring that before a defendant can be death eligible, a jury must find the existence of at least one statutory aggravating circumstance beyond a reasonable doubt. However, the Court did not go so far as to invalidate hybrid sentencing statutes. Instead, as long as a jury finds that a statutory aggravator exists beyond a reasonable doubt, their decision on the actual punishment does not need to be binding.

Although the Caldwell decision focused on a situation in which a prosecutor argued to the jury that they were not responsible for the defendant’s death because the sentence would be appealed, the language of the opinion can clearly be applied to other circumstances in which the capital sentencer feels anything less than full responsibility for the defendant’s sentence. Leaving the jury in an advisory role “undermines jurors’ feelings of responsibility for the defendant’s punishment, contrary to the spirit of Caldwell.” If undermining jurors’ sense of responsibility causes them to take their sentencing duty less seriously or not to carefully deliberate the evidence, then defendants may be getting sentenced to death without the benefit of a jury determination that they are, in fact, death-eligible. This would call into question the constitutionality of hybrid capital sentencing systems in the wake of Ring, and strike at the very heart of the jury system and its democratic function.
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Furthermore, if judges are simply deferring to the recommendations of jurors who have been led to believe that their decisions do not really matter, are defendants not being sentenced to death despite the fact that “no sentencer had ever made a determination that death was the appropriate sentence”? When the Court struck down automatic death penalty statutes it reasoned that there are “diverse frailties of humankind” that sentencers need to consider. For this reason, states are not permitted to limit the types of mitigating factors defendants are permitted to present and sentencers are required to consider all relevant mitigating circumstances. In Gregg v. Georgia, the Court identified guided discretion as the key ingredient to the constitutionality of capital sentencing statutes. At the heart of this guided discretion is a “reasoned moral response” that requires full consideration of both aggravating and mitigating factors. If the responsibility for the sentence is being divided between a judge and jury, then it remains unresolved who is expected to engage in this deliberative process. Nevertheless, not only do hybrid schemes remain legal, Delaware actually amended its death-sentencing scheme in 1991 with the express purpose of divesting jurors of responsibility for the sentencing decision.

DELAWARE’S CAPITAL SENTENCING STATUTE

In 1991 four black men from Philadelphia, who robbed and killed two white armored car guards in New Castle, received life sentences after a jury could only muster eleven votes in favor of a death sentence. In response to this perceived “injustice,” Delaware rewrote its capital sentencing statute to give judges the final say on sentences in capital cases. As Fleury-Steiner and his colleagues observed, Delaware’s 1991 law change overrode the “fundamental purpose of unanimity as driving robust jury deliberations” by giving the final "sentencing authority to judicial elites." The debate over the law change suggested that jurors were “less intelligent” and more arbitrary
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than judges. In 2003, Delaware rewrote its capital sentencing statute again, this time in response to a decision by the Delaware Supreme Court. In 2003, the Delaware Supreme Court overturned the death sentence of Sadiki Garden, who was sentenced to death over the jury’s recommendation for a life sentence. The Delaware Supreme Court ruled that unless no reasonable person could agree with a life sentence, the judge must give “great weight” to the jury recommendation for life, in effect making life recommendations binding on trial judges. However, jury recommendations for death could still be overturned as long as the judge concluded that aggravation did not outweigh mitigation. Five months later, a bill was introduced into the Delaware House of Representatives with the express purpose of overturning the Delaware Supreme Court’s decision. The bill, which passed in the House the same day it was introduced, and was signed into law less than three weeks later, specified that although the judge must consider a jury’s recommendation, “he or she shall not be bound by the recommendation, but instead shall give it such weight as he or she deems appropriate.” The existing language of Delaware’s capital sentencing statute follows this same logic by stating, “The jury’s recommendation concerning whether the aggravating circumstances found to exist outweigh the mitigating circumstances found to exist shall be given such consideration as deemed appropriate by the Court. . . . The jury’s recommendation shall not be binding upon the Court.” By giving the judge the ability to give the jury’s recommendation whatever weight he or she wants, the language of the law implicitly allows judges to completely defer their decision-making authority to the jury, to completely ignore the jury’s recommendation, or somewhere in between.

Further divesting Delaware capital jurors of a sense of responsibility for their decisions, they are not actually asked whether or not the defendant should be sentenced to death. Whereas jurors in Alabama and Florida, the other two hybrid sentencing states, are specifically asked to recommend a life or a death sentence to the judge, Delaware jurors are only asked to answer two questions: whether the existence of at least one statutory aggravator has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt and “[w]hether, by a preponderance of the evidence . . . the aggravating circumstances found to exist outweigh the
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mitigating circumstances found to exist." The law does not require jurors to be informed that a recommendation that aggravation outweighs mitigation is a recommendation for death, but even assuming that the judge’s sentencing instructions include this relevant information, jurors are likely to latch onto the language of the law to disengage themselves from responsibility. This legal language likely serves to buffer Delaware jurors from a feeling of responsibility for the very important and overwhelming decision they have been asked to make in a way that does not occur in other hybrid sentencing states.

It should come as no surprise that after Delaware changed its law in 1991, the proportion of death sentences in the state rose dramatically, giving Delaware the third highest death sentence-to-murder ratio in the country. While this phenomenon could be caused by a number of other factors, not the least of which is the fact that unanimous recommendations for death are no longer necessary, it appears likely that Delaware’s current capital sentencing scheme may be creating a situation in which defendants are being sentenced to death even though no one decided they should be. Furthermore, effective deliberation on the statutory aggravator(s) is hampered by the sentencing scheme, and sentencers are overlooking the various mitigating circumstances that are pertinent to determining an appropriate sentence. After all, it is highly unlikely that judges will override the recommendation of the jury on a regular basis (the Garden case is the only time a Delaware judge has ever overridden a life recommendation), especially when there is a clear majority. However, if the recommendations of capital jurors are being made in the absence of a sense of responsibility or honest deliberations, then they are not reliable recommendations and the crucial function of the jury to protect individuals from arbitrary treatment by the state is lost. The Delaware Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld Delaware’s post-Ring capital sentencing statute, but none of their decisions have grappled with the issue raised in Caldwell; namely, "does giving the judge authority over the jury in making the punishment decision compromise the jury’s sense of responsibility or scrupulousness in their decision-making?" More importantly, does this restrict the types of evidence jurors consider when making their sentencing recommendations?
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In contrast to Caldwell’s dictate that jurors cannot believe “that the responsibility for any ultimate determination of death will rest with others,” there is ample evidence that capital jurors seek to avoid feelings of responsibility for the punishment decision. Prior studies of juror responsibility in capital cases have found that, in general, jurors try to distance themselves from responsibility for the sentencing decision in capital cases, and that this reality is especially pronounced in states that have or once had judicial override. For example, one early Capital Jury Project (“CJP”) study conducted in Indiana (which had judicial override at the time) concluded that “most jurors found ways to overcome, or avoid confronting, their sense of personal moral responsibility for the defendant’s fate.” If jurors are not confronting their sentencing responsibility seriously, it is hard to imagine that they are really giving “significance to relevant facets of the character and record of the individual offender” or considering “mitigating factors stemming from the diverse frailties of humankind.” After all, in the original CJP sample, nearly half (48.3%) of all jurors had made up their mind as to the defendant’s punishment prior to the start of the penalty phase, indicating they were already closed off from considering this type of evidence.

In summarizing some of the CJP’s earliest findings, Professor William Bowers noted that nearly all jurors in the sample (which included fourteen states) placed the responsibility for punishment somewhere other than on themselves, with more than 80% placing the responsibility on either the defendant or the law. On the contrary, only 14.4% of jurors identified the jury or the individual juror as being primarily responsible for the defendant’s sentence. As Austin Sarat, William Nelson Cromwell Professor of
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Jurisprudence and Political Science, noted in Georgia, jurors viewed the decision to sentence a defendant to death as being made elsewhere, using the existence of appellate review to shift the sentencing responsibility to other actors in the system and to avoid feelings of responsibility for the defendant's death, should he or she eventually be executed. In states where the trial judge has the authority to override the jury's sentencing verdict, nearly all the jurors saw the sentencing responsibility as at least shared with the trial judge. Jurors who saw the responsibility for the sentencing decision as shared with the judge, were also more likely to vote for death than their counterparts who saw the jury as primarily responsible. For example, in Indiana, “the most common thread found” in interviews with former capital jurors “is that virtually all of the jurors discussed how difficult it was, initially, to accept responsibility for the defendant’s fate . . . .” However, this issue went beyond an initial reluctance to accept a responsibility of such magnitude. The jurors had very strong memories of the portion of the sentencing instructions that told them that they were only making a recommendation. This knowledge allowed the jurors to eliminate “their own personal moral responsibility” for the sentencing decision, and also often became a tool used by jurors to convince holdouts. The existence of judicial override appears to have magnified the jurors' attempts to avoid responsibility for their sentencing recommendations. In Indiana, “many death penalty jurors seek, and manage to find, ways to deny their personal moral responsibility for the sentencing decision.”

These studies all suggest that capital jurors try to make mental leaps to avoid feelings of personal responsibility for the truly overwhelming decisions they are being asked to make, and that hybrid capital sentencing statutes simply make this leap easier. Perhaps the most damning evidence against the use of hybrid capital sentencing statutes, however, comes from a statistical comparison between binding and non-binding states. Professor Bowers and his colleagues noted that jurors in three hybrid sentencing states (Alabama, Florida, and Indiana) were “especially unlikely to see themselves as responsible for the defendant’s punishment.” The jurors from these three hybrid states
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were significantly less likely than their counterparts in binding states to view the sentence as strictly the jury’s responsibility.66 These jurors were also significantly less likely to view the jury as more responsible than the judge.67 Considering the finding that jurors in all states were unlikely to view themselves as responsible for the final sentence, this finding is very concerning.68 As Bowers and his colleagues observed, “Caldwell’s prescription is virtually a dead letter in the hybrid states.”69 Although the jurors in hybrid states were technically correct in their assessment that the judge is not required to accept the jury’s sentence, the finding that over 95% of jurors in these states correctly noted this is interesting.70 There is ample evidence that capital jurors typically misunderstand the sentencing instructions,71 so the fact that jurors are correctly picking up on the instruction that the judge has final say seems to run counter to democratic functioning and increases the possibility of arbitrariness. As Michael Mello has observed, if judges are also denying responsibility by simply accepting the jury’s recommendation, then we are in a situation in which defendants are being sentenced to death and executed, but no one bears responsibility for the decision, which is in direct contrast to the ruling in Caldwell.75 If jurors are not taking their sentencing responsibility seriously, they may not be truly engaged in determining if a statutory aggravator exists beyond a reasonable doubt, as the Ring decision
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mandates, nor are they likely to be giving true consideration to mitigating circumstances, which is a cornerstone of the death penalty’s constitutionality in the wake of Gregg v. Georgia and its companion cases. If this is the case, jurors are likely providing erroneous recommendations to judges, and judge override simply becomes “an instrument of arbitrary death sentencing in its own right.” These fears raise questions about the legal status of hybrid sentencing statutes.

**Methodology**

The data for this study come from thirty-five interviews with former Delaware capital jurors that were conducted as part of the Capital Jury Project. Interviewees were selected from eight capital trials that were tried in Delaware from 2001-2005, in which court transcripts and judges’ sentencing opinions were both available. Jurors had to have served on both the guilt and sentencing phases of the trial, and were selected systemically from the jury list, only being replaced by another juror if efforts to interview them failed. There were eleven defendants sentenced to death in Delaware during this time period. Three subsequently had their sentences overturned, and one refused to allow his attorneys to present any mitigation. Of the remaining seven cases, four had their appeals being handled by the Philadelphia Federal Defenders, who provided electronic copies of the transcripts for no cost. Since the penalty phases of most cases that ended with a life sentence were not transcribed (because the sentence was not being appealed), they were harder to track down. Only four could be located from either the defendants’ current appellate attorneys or from the court file. Since we desired an equal number of life and death cases, this limited our sample size to four life and four death cases.
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Interviews lasted between two-and-a-half and four-and-a-half hours, with a median time of just over three hours, and included both open and close-ended questions in order to obtain both a depth and breadth of responses.\textsuperscript{87} Thirty-one interviews were conducted in person, three were conducted over the phone, and one was conducted half on the phone and half in person.\textsuperscript{88} Although most interviews were completed in one session, six were conducted over multiple meetings.\textsuperscript{89} The goal of the interviews was to understand the decision-making process of capital jurors and juries, the dynamics of jury interaction, the experiences of capital jurors, and their use of discretion. Jurors were compensated for their time and assured confidentiality.\textsuperscript{90} In order to ensure juror confidentiality, pseudonyms will be used to refer to all defendants, and all jurors will be referenced solely by the masculine pronoun, regardless of their actual gender.

**FINDINGS**

The interviews conducted with thirty-five former capital jurors suggest that they do not feel responsible for the sentences that they recommend, and that penalty phase deliberations are often exceedingly brief with very little discussion of the evidence.\textsuperscript{91} The vast majority of the jurors who were interviewed indicated that either the defendant or the law was most responsible for the defendant’s punishment, and the jurors’ stories of the juries’ (lack of) sentencing deliberations reflect this feeling of irresponsibility.\textsuperscript{92} While prior studies of capital jurors have also discovered that jurors try to distance themselves from responsibility for their sentencing decisions, especially in states with a judge override,\textsuperscript{93} the findings of this study reveal that many of the jurors in Delaware focus solely on the portion of the judge’s sentencing instructions that tells them they are only making a recommendation in order to absolve themselves of responsibility.

This causes jurors to have a misconception as to their actual role in the sentencing process. In the process of denying responsibility for a recommendation that few judges are apt to take lightly, Delaware capital jurors also sacrifice the deliberative process, giving very little consideration to the evidence presented in the penalty phase. Although seven of the eight cases involved statutory aggravating circumstances that were found as a matter of
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law in the guilt phase, and thus do not specifically raise Ring issues, the findings suggest that statutory aggravators presented during the penalty phase in Delaware are not being deliberated and considered in the manner envisioned by the Ring majority.94 Furthermore, the interviews suggest that most jurors are giving very little, if any, consideration to the mitigating circumstances proffered by the defense in the penalty phase. Twenty-one of the jurors (60%) stated they had made up their mind on punishment before the penalty phase even began, and even those who had not yet made up their minds, suggested that their decisions were based on guilt phase evidence.95 Many of the jurors could not recall the mitigating evidence that was presented in the penalty phase, even when prompted, and those who could recall it, dismissed it as irrelevant.96

The results displayed in Table 1 reveal that when jurors were asked whether they thought the determination of the defendant’s fate was: (1) strictly the jury’s responsibility; (2) partly the jury’s responsibility and partly the judge’s and appeals court’s decision, or; (3) mostly the responsibility of the judge and the appeals court, a majority answered mostly the judge and appeals court. In contrast, only three jurors saw the jury as primarily responsible. Of even greater concern, the results in Table 2 reveal that when jurors were asked to rank the law, the judge, the jury, the individual juror, and the defendant from “most” to “least” responsible for the defendant’s punishment, none of the jurors identified the individual juror as the most responsible, and only one said the jury was most responsible. Further, the lone juror who identified the jury as the most responsible had no recall of serving on the penalty phase and insisted that he did not, despite court records to the contrary (which suggests that he may have been so convinced that the jury was not responsible that he came to believe he did not even serve on the penalty trial). On the other hand, thirty-one of the thirty-five jurors (91.4%) placed the burden of the decision on the law or the defendant, essentially suggesting that if certain conditions are met, the law mandates a death sentence. This is not guided discretion. Such thinking deprives the jurors of any discretion, which the Supreme Court has said cannot be done.97 Jurors saw themselves as so irresponsible for the decision that the modal response category for the jury was fourth most responsible (fifteen of thirty-five or 42.9%) and for the individual juror, the modal response was the least responsible (seventeen of thirty-five or 48.6%).
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TABLE 1 98

*Did you think that whether the defendant lived or died was . . .*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strictly the jury’s responsibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and no one else’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly the jury’s responsibility</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and partly the responsibility of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judge and appeals courts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly the responsibility of the</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judge and appeals courts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2 99

*Rank the following from “most” through “least” responsible for defendant’s punishment*

1 = most responsible; 5 = least responsible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 (most responsible)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 (least responsible)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The law that states what punishment</td>
<td>16 (45.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applies</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 (31.4%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (8.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (5.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (8.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The judge who imposes the sentences</td>
<td>2 (5.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 (25.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 (45.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 (17.1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (5.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The jury that votes for the sentence</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 (20.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 (25.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (42.9%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (8.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The individual juror since the jury’s</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 (11.4%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 (11.4%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 (28.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17 (48.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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decision depends on the vote of each juror

| The defendant because his conduct is what actually determined the punishment | 16 (45.7%) | 4 (11.4%) | 3 (8.6%) | 2 (5.7%) | 10 (28.6%) |

Modal response in each category is in **bold**.

“Typical” progression: Defendant, law, judge, jury, juror.

The qualitative results are even more revealing. Jurors from six of the eight trials specifically stated that their jury found no need to deliberate at the penalty phase, and twenty of the interviewed jurors (57.1%) expressly mentioned either how the law took responsibility away from them, how they were not the ones really sentencing the defendant, or that the jury did not spend much time deliberating the defendant’s sentence. For example, a juror from Jerry’s trial (the only trial that did not involve a statutory aggravator being found in the guilt phase), where the jury unanimously recommended a death sentence, told the interviewer:

> [W]e all knew when we went in there for that sentencing phase that it didn’t matter really if we said yes to the judge or no to the judge. It’s the judge’s final decision. We can all go back and say yes that we agree he meets the criteria for the death penalty, but if the judge doesn’t agree with us, he still doesn’t have to give the death penalty, and we realized that he could have given life imprisonment. All we did was go in there and see if it met the criteria for him to make that decision.

Earlier in the interview, this juror explained, “we weren’t the ones that were imposing the death penalty. We were just telling the judge whether the criteria was [sic] met, and he was the one to make the decision on the death sentence.” He said that this understanding of the law helped to resolve the reluctance of jurors to vote for the death penalty, indicating, “we had a hard time getting that through to [a holdout], ‘You are not giving this man the death penalty. You are telling the judge that the criteria is [sic] met to give the man the death penalty.’" This juror was clearly not considering mitigation; his interview reveals that his sole focus was on the **Ring** question of
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death-eligibility. He gave no consideration to the proffered mitigating evidence or to the all-important second question of whether the aggravating circumstances outweighed the mitigating ones. According to the juror, the only decision the jury had to make was whether it “met the criteria” to allow the judge to make a final determination; that is, if a statutory aggravator was present. One of the other jurors from Jerry’s case made similar remarks, indicating that during punishment deliberations:

We kept bringing up that the Judge was going to make his decision regardless [sic]. He has the same evidence we do, and he’s going to make the decision he believes is best regardless [sic]. Whether we have a twelve-zero vote—even if it’s twelve-zero—if he sees stuff differently, that’s what he’s gonna [sic] do.\(^\text{104}\)

Another juror from Jerry’s trial illustrates the way the jurors hide behind the law to absolve themselves of responsibility:

I found the death phase of it much easier because they explained mitigating versus aggravating circumstances, and you actually went in and listed the mitigating circumstances versus the aggravating, and it gave you instructions that one had to outweigh the other. That was almost mathematical to me[,] so . . . [t]hat to me took the decision out of my hands. We were following the instructions we were given, and everybody contributed to that, and then it was just like, ‘Well here it is. We don’t really have a choice here.’ That was probably one of the easier things for me and took some of the personal burden of making that decision off of me. And it did not have to be unanimous, and we knew it was only a recommendation and the judge could overrule it if he didn’t feel it was right.\(^\text{105}\)

Illustrating the complete lack of discretion this juror felt, he told the interviewer that the instructions “took off a lot of the pressure” because “if this equaled this then this equaled this.”\(^\text{106}\) These responses from the jurors on Jerry’s trial reflect the exact fear Mello identified as inherent in hybrid statutes: the jury will “believe that its determination is . . . of little relevance to the defendant’s fate.”\(^\text{107}\) They also express Justice Marshall’s concern in the \textit{Caldwell} decision: jurors who do not feel responsible for a sentence are more likely to err on the side of death (since life sentences cannot be reviewed) and are less inclined to give full consideration to the evidence, which calls into question the reliability of the death-eligibility decisions and their final sentencing recommendations.\(^\text{108}\)

The two jurors who were interviewed from Charlie’s trial also reflect this lack of discretion as well as a sense of irresponsibility. Charlie’s jury
recommended death unanimously, but as one of them stated, “Again, it’s a recommendation, we knew, and the judge made it very clear to us. We knew that we’re not sentencing him to death. We are merely recommending a death sentence.”

This knowledge, according to the juror:

[T]akes some pressure off because you don’t have to worry about being unanimous, and I think at that point, having already gone through the heat of that trial—and not that we didn’t take our time doing it, I think we did—but after that three hour period we felt strongly in [our recommendation].

The other juror interviewed from Charlie’s trial echoed these sentiments, explaining that his understanding of the law mandated that the jury recommend death: “[W]e determined that all of the aspects of the crime that Delaware says are criteria for capital punishment apply, so regardless of what your deepest inner feelings are, the law has to apply. Do your job.” As with Jerry’s jurors, this belief that all they needed to do was determine the existence of a statutory aggravator (the Ring question) indicates the jury’s reluctance to even factor mitigating evidence into their decision. Neither of these jurors could recall any details of the defense’s mitigation case even when the interviewer reminded the jurors of the evidence and the witnesses.

Even in cases with life recommendations, the impact of the jurors’ knowledge that their decision was not the final one is evident. Ted’s jury recommended he be spared by a nine-to-three vote, but the responses of the jurors who were interviewed suggest that this vote was not the product of any careful deliberation or consideration of Ted’s horrific childhood, which the defense presented over two days through the testimonies of a psychologist, a forensic nurse, and Ted’s mother and sister. The jurors believed that their vote had little meaning so they spent little time discussing or considering the penalty phase evidence. As one of the jurors told the interviewer, during the penalty deliberations, there was “no real debate, no real substantive discussion as it was in the guilt phase . . . [t]hat wasn’t the case in the penalty phase.”

This juror recalled that there was “really just one vote [on punishment] . . . [T]hen it was pretty much concluded there was no point in going further because (a) people believed what they believed and (b) it was just a
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recommendation anyway.”116 He later reiterated this point, explaining, “after we had the vote on the recommendation, that was basically it. There was no point in going any further because I think it was clear to everybody that no one at that point was going to change their mind, and secondly, it wasn’t really relevant.”117 This juror explained that the jury believed that “in the end [the punishment recommendation] wasn’t anything that bore any weight in reality. What’s in the discussion about that is, ‘Why do we even go through this if at the end of the day the judge makes the decision?’”118 He said they told the jurors who were reluctant to vote for a death sentence that “if you’re concerned at the end of the death [penalty], it’s going to be the judge’s final decision. We [are] just making a recommendation.”119 Unsurprisingly, only one of the six jurors interviewed from Ted’s case could recall even one of the defense’s two experts, and he gave the expert’s testimony no credibility and refused to consider it: “whatever testimony [the defendant’s forensic nurse] gave . . . was not credible.”120

Eleven of the jurors on Alan’s trial voted to recommend a life sentence.121 In this situation, it might not come as a surprise that the jury spent little time on the deliberations, but it might be surprising that one juror said the deliberations lasted “less than half an hour.”122 He explained that there was little attempt by any of the jurors to sway any of the others. According to him:

It wasn’t our objective to get to a unanimous decision. It was more whatever—whoever had the greater votes for either death penalty or life in prison. So once we did the first run, it came back eleven to one, we did a second vote. It came back eleven to one, and the one person in favor of the death penalty conceded that he didn’t want to do it anymore. That’s when we just said, “O.K., that’s the vote.”123

Steve’s jury recommended a death sentence by a nine-to-three margin, and, like in Alan’s case, jurors suggested that this vote was not the product of any deliberations.124 Rather, the jurors just voted their own feelings and left it at that. As one juror stated, “[w]e didn’t have to be one hundred percent [meaning unanimous]. [The] jury’s reaction was good, so everybody voted on their opinion and we went with that.”125 Another juror from this trial
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indicated, “I like the way Delaware was: ‘What’s your vote?’ [We] take it. ‘You guys sure?’ Yes, we are, and this is what we say. And go from there.”

What is especially surprising is that even when the jury vote was close, there still appears to have been very little time or energy devoted by the jurors to their punishment deliberations. Donald’s jury recommended a life sentence by a narrow seven-to-five margin, but as a juror from his trial explained, “there was really no discussion [about punishment].” When asked what the jury did to reach its punishment decision, this juror described a superficial process that did not grapple with any of the evidence presented in the penalty phase:

[W]hen we got in the room to do the penalty [deliberations], the lead juror kind of took the lead and said, “We do not have to vote unanimously. Is everyone ready to vote or does anyone need to talk about it?” And we said, “Let’s vote.” Honestly, everybody just wanted to get out, so everybody just put in their vote and we told the bailiff we were ready, so there was really no discussion.

Other jurors from Donald’s case verified this account. When asked how the jurors decided to end their deliberations, one juror said: “We voted, and we were done. We asked if anybody wanted to make any other arguments or reasons why we should do something, then we were done.” A third juror explained:

[I]t was pretty simple. I think people were kind of worn down. We had been there for a while, and you’re either one way or another, and we didn’t have to be unanimous on it. You either feel one way or you feel the other way, so we did a little bit of discussion on if the punishment fits the crime.

This juror went on to say, “I think we only took two votes on that. It was a pretty quick thing. It was like we took one vote, then kind of everybody got to say their piece and what they thought, and we took another vote. It was not a long ordeal.” He explained that this sentencing scheme meant that none of the jurors were reluctant to go along with the final recommendation “because I think you get your vote and that’s your vote, and then that’s it, and ultimately it’s up to the judge.”
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Rogers's jury had an identical seven-to-five life recommendation, but like the juries in other trials, there were indications that the jury spent little time actually deliberating the penalty phase evidence.\footnote{133} One juror explicitly stated, “I don’t think there was a whole lot of deliberation because we didn’t need to all agree.”\footnote{134} A fellow juror from Rogers’s trial reiterated this point, explaining:

\[\text{[N]obody that I remember tried a whole lot to convince anybody of their decision . . . . [W]hen we were done with discussion we took a vote and that was it. There wasn’t any arguing during that portion. I think everybody just kind of wanted to make their decision known and whatever happened, happened. Plus the fact, I guess, the judge had the final decision . . . .}\footnote{135} \\

A third juror from this case corroborated this account, saying there was only one vote on punishment since “it didn’t have to be unanimous. We talked about it, and it was a personal thing.”\footnote{136} These findings become especially troubling in Rogers’s case because, in his sentencing decision, the judge completely deferred to the jury’s decision. Rather than engaging in a detailed analysis of the aggravating and mitigating factors, the entirety of the judge’s sentencing rationale was: “The Court agrees with the jury that the mitigating evidence clearly and substantially outweighs the aggravating evidence that has been presented and that a life sentence is therefore appropriate under the law.”\footnote{137} Considering the closeness of the vote, it is hard to see how the mitigating evidence so overwhelmingly outweighed the aggravating evidence, and one wonders what the judge would have done if the vote had been reversed.

In Michael’s case, the vote was reversed. The jury voted seven-to-five in favor of death, and the judge on the case obliged, sentencing Michael to death.\footnote{138} However, there are indications that this jury, too, did not take its responsibility seriously. When asked what the jury did to reach their sentencing decision, one juror explained:

\[\text{It really only took a couple hours. We pretty much went in [to the jury room], took another vote fairly quickly. We discussed it a little bit. The ones that were against the death penalty, we talked a little bit with them about it, but it didn’t seem like we were gonna [sic] change too many of those people if we stayed there for another week . . . . [s]o knowing that this was basically just a}\]
recommendation to the judge, we pretty much went with the vote when we first took it. We did take another one later, but it came out the same.\textsuperscript{139}

This juror later explained that there were not deliberations in the penalty phase “like in the guilt phase.”\textsuperscript{140} Rather, no one “really argued one way or the other. We just kind of all presented our view of what we had heard in the penalty phase, but we really didn’t do a lot of trying to change other people’s minds.”\textsuperscript{141}

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, these findings suggest that capital jurors in Delaware are not taking their sentencing responsibilities seriously. Not only do they not view themselves as responsible, but they take mental strides to effectively distance themselves as much as possible from the sentencing decision. This tactic appears to lead them to an abridged deliberation process that does not grapple with, or even evaluate, the evidence being presented in the penalty trial. Other portions of the interviews suggest that the jurors appear to have made up their minds regarding punishment either during the guilt phase or based almost entirely on guilt phase evidence.\textsuperscript{142} The portions summarized here show that they fail to discuss anything else they may have heard. The jurors either do not pay attention to, or give very little consideration to mitigation. Those who do recall the presented mitigating circumstances overwhelmingly fail to see its relevance. Once the penalty phase ends, they retire to the jury room, cast a ballot, and pass the buck onto the judge. They spend little time deliberating, do not feel as if their sentencing recommendations matter, and do not evaluate or weigh the additional evidence presented to them in the penalty trial. This is not what the Supreme Court had in mind when they authorized bifurcated capital trials.\textsuperscript{143} In fact, the importance of robust jury deliberations is illustrated by recent research, which has found that life holdouts are sometimes able to educate the other jurors about the important role a defendant’s troubled childhood and past experiences of victimization can have on a defendant’s development and subsequent life choices.\textsuperscript{144} This critical
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function is lost when juries vote without deliberating. This reality has real consequences for defendants and for the robustness of American democracy.

This is not to blame the jurors for a very understandable psychological reaction to a very stressful situation. Rather, their reactions are facilitated by the law. The law in Delaware practically invites jurors to see others as more responsible for the defendant’s punishment. The law incites jurors to feel as if their sentencing decisions do not matter, and to spend little time or energy evaluating, analyzing, or deliberating the evidence they receive in the punishment phase. The jurors cannot be blamed for taking this morally disengaging step. Capital trials are already fraught with what Haney calls “structural aggravation”—factors that help to disengage the jurors from the very real decision they are called upon to make. Since aggravating evidence is intimately related to the factors of the crime and is able to be presented in the guilt phase, this ultimately means that mitigating circumstances are getting short shrift. The judge override is simply another mechanism of disengagement that Delaware has built into its capital sentencing structure. Its very existence encourages jurors to distance themselves from responsibility for the defendant’s fate. In addition to removing the obvious burden of acquiring a unanimous jury verdict, the current system also biases jurors in favor of a death sentence and leads to arbitrary sentencing decisions. While the legislative record in Delaware suggests that judicial override was created, at least partially, to reduce arbitrariness in death sentences, the findings here reveal the same thing Bowers and his colleagues discovered in Florida, Alabama, and Indiana: “Ironically, judge override . . . is, itself, a source of further arbitrariness in capital sentencing.”

This discovery has important implications for Delaware death penalty law in light of the current status of constitutional law. Put succinctly, it is hard to reconcile the current practice of capital sentencing in Delaware with the Supreme Court’s dictates that capital sentencing be a “reasoned moral response” of aggravating and mitigating factors in which all relevant mitigators are considered. Caldwell’s insistence that sentencers must think of themselves as completely responsible for the defendant’s punishment, and Ring’s requirement that a statutory aggravator be found beyond a reasonable doubt by a deliberative jury. On the other hand, it appears that those responsible
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for Delaware’s abrupt law change in 1991 got exactly what they wanted. As Fleury-Steiner and his colleagues stated:

The conscience of the community must be dramatically limited to a simple majority. The fundamental purpose of unanimity as driving robust jury deliberations is overridden by a new mapping of the death penalty state that gives ultimate sentencing authority to judicial elites. In this way, the normative order is constituted by further limiting the voice of the citizenry and ensuring the appearance of justice by those who know what they are doing.152

Capital jurors in Delaware no longer engage in a deliberative process, a fact which compromises the very democratic essence of the jury system,153 a system about which the Founders felt so strongly that they safeguarded it twice in the Constitution.154 While cynics might chirp that having an educated and trained judge make the ultimate sentencing decision is preferable to twelve people picked from a jury pool, the evidence seems clear that defendants are more likely to be sentenced to death under Delaware’s new scheme and the system is tinged with more racial bias.155 Furthermore, the use of twelve jurors increases the chance that somebody might actually relate to what Haney calls the defendant’s “structural mitigation.”156 Lastly, the entire rationale for the jury system was to allow the citizenry to exert one final check on the nearly limitless and potentially arbitrary power of the state.157 The state has no greater power, and can perform no greater intrusion into the lives of its citizens than to kill them. The existence of a truly deliberative jury system would help to check this unimaginable power by saying that the state cannot kill anyone without first convincing twelve ordinary citizens that the person has done something so unthinkable that he or she truly deserves to die. In Delaware, the legislature deliberately circumvented this check on state power by reducing the jury to an advisory role and creating a system in which the state has the power to kill its citizens without anyone actually deciding that death is an appropriate penalty.

Delaware’s efforts to undermine the democratic process of the jury system are most starkly illustrated in the legislature’s reaction to the Delaware
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Supreme Court’s decision in Garden v. State. Sadiki Garden was sentenced to death despite a jury’s nine-three recommendation that he should be allowed to live. Delaware’s high court overturned Garden’s death sentence, and insisted life recommendations should be afforded great weight and are binding on the trial judge if “supported by the record and it is not irrational”. Within six months, a new capital sentencing law was passed in Delaware with the express intent of overturning the Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in Garden, and allowing judges to completely disregard the recommendations of capital juries. This legislative maneuvering further distances Delaware capital juries from their role as the conscience of the community, essentially telling them that they are too stupid to be involved in the democratic process, which should be left to elites who know better.

Of course, the findings of this study are not conclusive. They only come from thirty-five jurors who served on eight cases. However, they are quite illustrative. Obviously, further studies still need to be done. Of critical importance to fully understanding the operation of Delaware’s death penalty is knowledge of how often judges actually follow the recommendations of a jury. In all eight cases included in this research, the judge concurred with the jury, including the seven-five juror recommendations, which seems to suggest that judges might just be deferring their sentencing authority to the simple majority decision of the jury. However, this suggestion needs to be investigated with a larger and more systematic study. In line with this inquiry is the question of whether or not there is a “tipping point,” beyond which judges are significantly more likely to agree with the jury (e.g., how much more likely is the judge to agree with the jury when the vote is ten-to-two compared to nine-to-three or eight-to-four). The distinct possibility that judges just go along with the jury’s recommendation in the vast majority of cases would, of course, be highly troubling in light of the findings of this study, which discovered that jurors are not giving truly considerate recommendations, assuming the judge will make whatever decision he or she deems appropriate anyway. However, the opposite conclusion would have equally troubling implications. It would suggest that capital juries in Delaware really have been reduced to a symbolic function, that their recommendations carry no real weight, and that the voice of the citizenry has been silenced.

In either event, we should be troubled by the implications for capital defendants and democracy—because we now know that citizens thrust into what they perceive to be “mock” capital juries are taking their incredible responsibility less seriously and giving less credence to the evidence. The citizenry has already been silenced, capital defendants are being denied their
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right to a jury trial, and they are being denied the benefit of having their peers evaluate mitigating circumstances that might marshal support for a sentence other than death. This leads to an increase in death sentences and a more arbitrary death sentencing procedure that is, ironically, less open to appeal. Since it is perceived that a judge, who knows the law and the relevant information, is really making the final decision, any legal error is likely to be considered “harmless.” This reality should be troubling to anyone who claims to respect the rule of law and the democratic process.